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**Introduction**

In February 2019, India and Pakistan exchanged artillery and small arms fire while engaging in air-to-air combat and bombing runs after a terrorist attack India blamed on Pakistan. Despite militarized escalation in this key rivalry, there were no observed large-scale cyber actions above the level of website defacements and temporarily taking websites offline (Times of India 2019). Power plants didn’t shut down. Dams kept working.

In November 2015, a Turkish Air Force F-16 shot down a Russian Su-24M attack aircraft. Rather than respond with military strikes, Russian reciprocated with a series of overt and covert actions. According to a CrowdStrike report,

> Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) had raided and shut down numerous Turkish bank branches in the Russian Federation, detained Turkish travelers, stopped Turkish vehicles from crossing into Russia, and denied Turkish trade ships from entering Russian ports. Around this time, CrowdStrike observed Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks targeting Turkish state-owned banks, government sites, and hacking forums. Soon hacktivists operating under Anonymous-style monikers began targeting the Turkish root DNS and threatening to destroy the banking infrastructure claiming that they buy oil from ISIS, amongst other rhetoric (Meyers 2016).

These events present a puzzle: when and why do states use cyber operations to respond during a militarized dispute? Do cyber operations tend to be associated with more or less escalatory responses in crises? How does any new disruptive technology alter the cycle of competitive risk-taking at the core of strategic exchange between rival states? Answering these questions is a core task for IR scholars and policy makers in the digital age.

War games and simulations offer a means to exploring this puzzle. Any crisis is defined by interdependent decision-making in environments characterized by uncertainty, time pressure, and private information. New technologies and tools of coercion compound this uncertainty and create new risk vectors. Therefore, designing exercises that replicate the context and character of...
national security decision-making environments, draw on players with similar backgrounds to career professionals, and utilize randomization and treatment groups that control for the impact of disruptive technologies offer a viable research path.

To that end, we designed a strategic-level war game that captures decisions about whether or not to escalate in a crisis. The war games controlled for if there was 1) a cyber triggering event to the crisis and 2) whether or not participants could respond with cyber operations alongside more traditional instruments of power (i.e., DIME). After observing 259 crises responses via the war game, two novel insights emerge. First, the presence of cyber operations do not escalate militarized disputes. In experimental settings, participants did not use cyber operations to escalate a hypothetical crisis with a rival state. Second, at the same time when a crisis is triggered by a cyber intrusion and the targeted state lacks effective cyber response options, the crisis tended to escalate. That is, when players lacked the ability to conduct proportional cyber responses they opted to escalate conventionally as a demonstration of resolve.

The paper below unpacks these findings. First, we define escalation and explore major findings in the literature to design a war game that reflects key facets of the literature. Specifically, the war game was primed for escalation, involving rival states engaged in a dispute over territory with uncertain but equal power levels. Second, we detail the war game design and procedures used to administer the treatments. Third, we analyze the findings in relation to two hypotheses grounded in the escalation literature. Fourth, we conclude by discussing additional research needed to unpack cyber escalation dynamics.
**Escalation**

The modern study of crisis escalation emerged during the Cold War in the examination of strategic competition as a bargaining process (Schelling 1960; 1966).\(^1\) Bargaining involves threats, both implicit and explicit, of violence that seek to achieve the maximum benefit relative to the perceived costs and risks inherent in escalation (Snyder and Diesing 1977, 450). For Herman Kahn (1965), a crisis involves competitive risk-taking. In a crisis two sides bargain via threats, creating multiple pathways from low level conflicts and all-out war (Kahn 1965, 83). As such, crises were framed in terms of rational decision-making given limited information.\(^2\)

For Brecher (1996), escalation is a function of three intervening attributes: the value threatened, time pressure, and the overall likelihood of war. Brecher treats each of these factors as a subjective perception held by decision makers. These perceptions in turn are influenced by a range of larger structural factors, as independent variables, including relative capabilities, regime type, the issue at stake and internal stability of each state in the crisis.

---

\(^1\) For an overview of recent literature on bargaining, see Ramsay (2018).

\(^2\) This foundational assumption is best captured in the literature on rationalist deterrence, which can be contrasted with psychological perspectives. For an overview of both, see Kurizaki (2016).
In early quantitative treatments, researchers measured escalation by the extent to which a party reciprocated a dispute using the militarized interstate dispute (MID) dataset (Braithwaite and Lemke 2011; Ghosn et al. 2004). Early studies using the MID dataset saw a reciprocation rate, where the target responses at the same or a higher level of action, 48% of the time. These studies emphasized key firebreaks between threats and the use of force (Colaresi and Thompson 2002) as well as the role of strategic assets like nuclear weapons (Geller 1990). Most reciprocation studies parallel foundational game theory work (Axelrod 1984), to illustrate the prevailing logic of “tit-for-tat” (Ward 1982, Patchen 1987, Leng and Wheeler 1979). The question then is what causes actors to assume risk and move beyond reciprocation to escalation.

For Brecher (1996), protracted conflicts and rivalry, disputes over territory, sub state crises, and power balances all increase escalation risks. Protracted conflicts and rivalries are more prone to arms races that enhance the value placed on gaining an advantage in a crisis.
leading to an increased likelihood of escalation (Brecher 1996; 220, Sample 1997). Consistent with the broader literature on the causes of interstate war and rivalry (Vasquez 1993, Thompson 2001), parties in a dispute are more likely to escalate when the crisis involves territorial disputes (Leng and Singer 1988). In particular, whether or not the states involved share a contiguous border and have an active territorial dispute increases the likelihood one side will use force as well as produces more fatalities. (Senese 1996; Toft 2014). Furthermore, these disputes are more likely to escalate into war (Hensel 1996; Vasquez and Henehan 2001). This linkage between territory, rivalry, and escalation parallels major findings in the steps-to-war theory (Senese and Vasquez 2003, 2008; Colaresi and Thompson 2005).

Regime type can influence escalation patterns and pathways. Earlier scholarship in the democratic peace literature found that a dispute between democracies is less likely to escalate or reach higher hostility levels (Maoz and Abdolali 1989; Maoz and Russett 1993). Furthermore, democracies are more likely to reciprocate in a dispute when the initiator is non-democratic (Prins and Sprecher 1999).

There is no consensus regarding how relative power affects crisis dynamics and escalation. Brecher argues that low or no discrepancy in relative power between parties in a crisis “reduces the credibility of a threat to use force” (220). For others relative capabilities, as a measure of power, exhibit a non-monotic relationship (Bueno de Mesquita et al 1997). There is a tipping point after which power preponderance no longer limits escalation. This perspective counters classical and structural realist approaches that hold power balances as decreasing the likelihood of conflict. Alternatively, the literature on power preponderance and power transitions takes the opposite view, holding that power balances actually increase the risk of

---

conflict (Kugler and Lemke, 1996). Other authors hold that power has either no effect or is moderated by intervening factors such as the offense-defense balance (Jervis 1978). For Smith (1999), strategic choices are subject to interdependent decision making and censoring effects that diminish the influence of power imbalances. Similarly, Morrow (1989) finds that relative power should not affect crisis bargaining. The correlation of forces and the beliefs each side holds are not related (Morrow 1989, 958). As such, even when a side has more power, they may lose in a crisis. Maoz (1983) tests claims about relative power finding that minor powers who initiate crises with major powers tend to prevail. Given these dynamics, one would expect that a crisis scenario involving states with a territorial dispute, an enduring rivalry, and similar levels of power will be prone to crisis escalation.

Key capabilities can influence crisis dynamics. In IR, much ink has been shed hunting an elusive offense-defense balance. In empirical tests of extended deterrence, Huth and Russett (1984, 1988) found that neither the military balance nor possession of nuclear weapons produces extended deterrent successes. Rather, deployable conventional forces, as power projection, proved a best predictor of crisis stability. This finding parallels earlier work by Blechman and Kaplan (1978) arguing that conventional military power, not nuclear weapons, determines crisis outcomes.

With respect to cyber capabilities, coercion is possible, but limited and subject to unique effects characteristic of the domain (Borghard and Lonergan 2017). Buchanan (2017) sees a heightened security dilemma owing to their covert character. States have incentives “incentive[s] to break in early either to conduct offense, to set up contingency plans and

---

4 For a contrasting perspective on cyber capabilities as a strategic revolution challenging the operative international and even moral order, see Kello (2017). For new approaches to studying cross-domain deterrence, see Gartzke and Lindsay (2019).
deterrents, and to aid their defenses” (Buchanan 2017). This security dilemma is further complicated by the widespread use of proxies in cyberspace (Maurer 2018). The offense-defense balance rests not just on factors like geography and alliances, but human capital and organizational capacity to develop the highly tailored malware required to penetrate classified networks (Slayton 2017).

In fact, certain categories of weapons are so catastrophic that great powers develop a set of strategic norms that place constraints on escalation (Osgood and Tucker 1967, 137). 5 This tacit bargaining limits escalatory upside at the expense of accepting a series of lower-level actions. In Cold War literature, these sub crisis maneuvers (Kahn 1965) and local crises expanded the steps of the escalation ladder as a means of avoiding larger risk taking. For Geller, nuclear states exhibit a greater tendency towards escalation short of war (1990). In the cyber literature, Lindsay and Gartzke (2018) argue that there is a new stability-instability paradox with respect to cyber capabilities. Cyber capabilities are an instrument of political warfare optimized for sub crisis maneuvering (Jensen 2017; Valeriano, Jensen, Maness 2018). There effects are limited (Gartzke 2013) and do not fall neatly into conventional understandings of offense or defense (Gartzke and Lindsay 2015). This line of reasoning produces the first hypothesis:

**H1. The presence of cyber response options will not produce crisis escalation**

If cyber operations are a form of sub-crisis maneuvering, a combination of ambiguous signals used to manage competition (Carson 2018) or a means of conducting operational preparation of the environment. As an instrument of power and influence cyber capabilities do not cross, at least not yet, the threshold of escalation to armed conflict. In a crisis, when decision

---

5 For one of the earliest, comprehensive looks at cyber capabilities, see Rattray (2001). On the integration of cyber capabilities into larger campaigns, see Conti and Raymond (2017).

6 The null hypothesis is that the presence of cyber response options is associated with episodes of escalation.
makers have access to cyber response options they are more likely to use them to conduct reciprocal responses beneath the threshold of armed conflict while taking defensive actions that prepare them for future interactions with an adversary.

Yet, as a new form of strategic competition the use of cyber capabilities can alter how states calculate the risk of escalation. As outlined by Buchanan (2017), cyber capabilities compound uncertainty. Offense and defense blur together. Even intelligence activities can be misconstrued as offensive action. Private information increases. As covert action, cyber intrusions in a network may be defensive counter attacks, espionage, or an attempt to create a window of opportunity for a larger strategic strike. Therefore, the situations in which a state is involved in a dispute with a known cyber intrusion but lacks the ability to retaliate with cyber options, there should be a higher rate of escalation. The demonstration of capabilities makes it difficult for states to respond short of escalating with more conventional options to signal resolve, a concept consistent with earlier studies on capabilities and escalation (Bueno de Mesquita et al 1996). This line of reasoning leads to our second hypothesis:

**H2. Crises with cyber triggering events but without cyber response options will be more escalatory**

From a broader perspective, both arguments explore how disruptive capabilities alter bargaining processes and crisis dynamics. Beyond reducing capabilities to pre-determined offense or defensive attributes (Jervis 1978) or ascribing independent preferences to actors consistent with the recent turn to Bayesian realism (Kydd 2005), how do new technologies alter information and uncertainty during a crisis? The effects observed in crises involving the use or

---

7 On the role of intelligence in bargaining, see Arena and Wolford (2012).
8 The null hypothesis is that situations with cyber triggering events and no cyber response options are not associated with episodes of escalation.
potential use of cyber capabilities may have similar dynamics to satellites, electronic warfare, and other systems that blur the lines between intelligence, offense, and defense.

**Wargaming Cyber Crises**

Wargames offer a viable method for evaluating propositions on the character of escalation under the context of cyber operations and disruptive technology more generally. The use of wargames to evaluate interdependent decision-making has a long tradition in the military profession and strategic studies communities (Perla 1990; Van Crevald 2013). Wargames, as a form of simulation, are a useful method for evaluating competing hypotheses, focusing data investigations, and delineating patterns otherwise unobserved (Druckman 1994; Wilkenfeld et al 2003).

Recently, there has been a renaissance not just in war gaming but in the use of war games to evaluate interdependent decision-making in a strategic setting (Barzashka 2018). Pauly (2019) used a sample of war games with strategic elites to examine attitudes towards nuclear weapons, finding restraint based on reputational risks.

There is a special interest in using games to uncover the dynamics of interdependent decision making in cyber exchanges (Krebs and Das 2017; Krebs and Schneider 2018; Gomez and Villar 2018; Gross et al 2017). Jacqueline Schneider used a longitudinal analysis of war games between 2011 and 2016 to study crisis dynamics. Her work revealed that government officials were reluctant to use high-end cyber offensive capabilities (Schneider 2018). Of note, Schneider found that participants only used offensive cyber capabilities after conventional military strikes and expressed concerns that using offensive cyber would increase the risk of nuclear escalation. Jensen and Banks (2018) found similar patterns in a series of war games.
analyzing how decision maker integrated cyber operations into crises with both great power
competitors and non-state actors. Escalation was the exception, not the rule.

Our effort builds on this continuum. We designed the war game to ensure we had the
right context, players, and replicated the crisis atmosphere as much as possible outside of actual
national security decision-making. Our war game involved two hundred fifty-nine participants
including graduate and undergraduate students, government officials, military officers, and
private sector employees playing a war game involving two hypothetical nuclear states. This
population mix avoids the external validity questions raised by only using college students
(Mintz et al 1997; Green and Gerber 2002). The scenario pitted green state vs. purple state, two
rival states with power parity. Using hypothetical states helped remove participants from pre-
existing biases about current international relations.

The scenario used findings from the literature on crisis escalation to create an especially
volatile situation. Green and purple states are involved in a dispute over territory, have roughly
equal power levels, and are rivals. The packets did not address regime type to remove the
hypothesized effect of democracy.

Participants were given packets modeled after documents used in the U.S. National
Security Council (NSC). The briefing packet provided an overview of the crisis and asked
participants to select response options organized in relation to different instruments of power
(i.e., diplomatic, information, military and economic). Participants were randomly assigned one
of four different packets. Each packet had the following: 1) a tasking memo providing
background on the current crisis 2) a J2 update (see figure below) 3) a response packet with pre-
approved flexible response options and 4) a post-game survey. The figure below illustrates a

---

9 On the experimental method and political science in general, see McDermott (2002).
10 The game designers reached out to former NSC staffers from two separate administrations.
sample J2 update from one of the treatments.

(ES/NE) Green J2: Corcyra Crtists
As reflected in Table 1 below, these treatments differentiated between whether or not the players had cyber response options available in each instrument of power and whether or not there was a cyber triggering event involved in the recent crisis. The players played green state while a separate team played purple state. All statistics on crisis response and escalation rates are reported for green.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cyber Response Options (Yes)</td>
<td>Cyber Triggering Event (Yes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cyber Response Options (No)</td>
<td>Cyber Triggering Event (Yes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cyber Response Options (Yes)</td>
<td>Cyber Triggering Event (No)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cyber Response Options (Yes)</td>
<td>Cyber Triggering Event (Yes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 259

To assess escalation, the response packet built in three unique measures. First, respondents were asked whether they wanted to escalate, conduct a proportional response or de-escalate. Second, the response options were arrayed in a manner that differentiated between three de-escalatory options and three escalatory options for each instrument of power. The researchers coded an escalatory event as long as any single response option was escalatory. That is, even if the respondent thought they were being proportional and selected three responses – a request for backchannel diplomacy (de-escalatory), public call for calm (de-escalatory) and a threat of economic sanctions (escalatory) – the response was coded as escalatory. The responses were listed moving from least to most escalatory but avoided offering the participants the option of using nuclear weapons. Response options also differentiated between traditional instruments and cyber options. This allowed the researchers to vary the treatments and offer participants
cyber response options and no cyber response options. Last, each participant was asked to rate the overall escalation risk at the end of the war game.

The responses reported in the Analysis section below report the second measure of escalation as binary categorical variable (escalation, no escalation) based on players selected response options. Tables 2 and 3 below provide samples of diplomatic and military response options for treatments 1 and 3, where participants had cyber response options. When participants lacked cyber response options only the left column appeared (e.g., D1-D6, M1-M6).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D2. Use lobbyists (intermediaries) and tailored messages to target select elites about the risk of escalation.</td>
<td>Di2. Release some known adversary vulnerabilities to cyber security firms as way of signaling risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3. Use a third party to signal a desire to limit escalation.</td>
<td>Di3. Use a third party to signal a desire to limit offensive cyber activities by both sides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4. Issue a diplomatic demarche privately threatening escalation if your adversary does not back down.</td>
<td>Di4. Conduct website defacements and circulate false stories on social media with key propaganda themes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5. Initiate noncombatant evacuations and withdraw non-essential personal.</td>
<td>Di5. Use spear phishing, waterholing, and other methods to expose sensitive political information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6. Expel diplomats and shutdown diplomatic offices while calling for allied support, and requesting UN/regional international organizations to act.</td>
<td>Di6. Shutdown adversary official communication networks through large-scale degradation operations including key satellite interfaces and internet networks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3
Defense Ministry approved flexible response and deterrent options (Military)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M1. Pull back forward deployed naval assets and offensive air packages while maintaining ISR collection (Phase I-0 transition).</th>
<th>Mi1. Increase cyber defenses and mobilize additional network defenders as well as run diagnostics on key systems.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mi1. Increase cyber defenses and mobilize additional network defenders as well as run diagnostics on key systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi2. Increase active and passive force protection measures.</td>
<td>Mi2. Hold a press conference indicating the risk of future offensive cyber action and a desire to avoid future exchanges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi3. Increase ISR to provide early warning of adversary military activity.</td>
<td>Mi3. Increase ISR of adversary military networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi4. Compromise data of individual members of the military to include identity theft, fraud, or direct social media messaging.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi5. Use exploit chains to erode rival military navigation, targeting, and C2 CIA triad. This can include periodic disruption, spoofing, or taking networks temporarily offline.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi6. Exploit intrusions in adversary strategic weapons systems and national C2 infrastructure to take these weapons offline and blind the enemy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In each war game, participants were randomly separated into groups and given a crisis brief. The groups reflected the different treatments listed in Table 1 differentiating between cyber response options and cyber triggering events to the recent crisis. Facilitators then let individuals work through the scenario packet. This step usually took thirty to forty-five minutes. The treatment groups then convened to discuss their responses. Facilitators wandered between groups taking notes on how groups discussed various options. Each group then briefed their recommended response options to the rest of the assembled group. At this point, the facilitator would reveal that groups had different response options and transition to a general conversation about strategy, cyber response options, and contemporary crises. The design is thus best characterized as a seminar style, table-top exercise (Pournelle 2017).

To interpret the results, we produce a contingency table and compare the observed frequencies relative to the expected frequencies if there was no association (i.e., the null hypothesis).\textsuperscript{11} Specifically, we test whether the decision to escalate is independent of the scenario treatments based on whether the actor has cyber response options and there was a cyber trigger to the crisis. To this end, we first conduct a Chi-Square test of independence. Second, we compare the adjusted residuals to assess the relationship between observed and expected values.\textsuperscript{12} Third, we used Cramer’s v to assess association between the scenario treatments and the decision to escalate.\textsuperscript{13}

\textsuperscript{11} On categorical data analysis, see (Agresti 2002; Delucchi 1993).
\textsuperscript{12} If the standardized residual is +/- 1.96 the relationship is significant.
\textsuperscript{13} A value > .3 indicates a moderately strong relationship. On the use of Cramer’s V to test associations between categorical variables, see (Marchant-Shapiro 2015; Howell 2002; Sheskin 2011).
**Analysis**

Table 4 below reports the number of response options that escalated in relation to each of the four treatments with percentages. When war game participants had cyber response options and the scenario involved a cyber trigger, they escalated only 36% of the time. Of note, this number is below the rate of reciprocated escalation in prior studies of militarized disputes (48%). The largest rate of escalation by percentage was in treatment 2, where respondents were confronted with a cyber triggering event but lacked cyber response options. When a state faced a cyber intrusion alongside more traditional forms of escalation and lacked the ability to respond with cyber options, the participants opted to escalate more frequently (63.9%) than other treatments. The lowest observed escalation level was in treatment 3, when the crisis did not involve a cyber trigger and participants had cyber response options. That is, participants used cyber to respond beneath the threshold of escalation. The distribution of escalation responses across the four treatment groups is statistically significant in terms of the observed differences.

Figure 2 illustrates these differences in a bar chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crisis Outcomes</th>
<th>Cyber Trigger Cyber Response</th>
<th>Cyber Trigger No Cyber Response</th>
<th>No Cyber Trigger Cyber Response</th>
<th>No Cyber Trigger No Cyber Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Escalation</td>
<td>31 (36%)</td>
<td>23 (63.9%)</td>
<td>14 (17.7%)</td>
<td>27 (46.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Escalation</td>
<td>55 (64%)</td>
<td>13 (36.1%)</td>
<td>65 (82.3%)</td>
<td>31 (53.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \chi^2 = 25.15 \]

\[ p < .01 \text{ (two-sided)} \]

\[ n = 259 \]

In Figure 2 below, crisis response are presented as a bar graph. The difference between decisions to escalate relative to no escalation are especially apparent in treatments two and three.
discussed above. When participants confronted a cyber trigger and lacked cyber response options, they were more escalatory. When they confronted a crisis without cyber attacks and had cyber response options, they were less escalatory.

Figure 2: Escalation Dynamics

Turning to the first hypothesis, it appears the presence of cyber response options does not produce crisis escalation. As seen in table 5 below, there are statistically significant differences across the treatments. Much of this difference comes from the divergence in responses seen between treatment 2 and treatment 3 based on looking at the adjusted residuals. When the participants had cyber response options (treatment 3) they escalated less than would be expected. When participants lacked cyber response options (treatment 2) they escalated more than would
be expected. We can reject the null that cyber response options are associated with higher observed frequencies of escalation. The relationship observed is also moderately strong based on Cramer’s V. The presence and absence of cyber response options appears to shape how participants respond to a crisis.

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crisis Outcomes: Proportional Effects</th>
<th>Cyber Trigger Cyber Response</th>
<th>Cyber Trigger No Cyber Response</th>
<th>No Cyber Trigger Cyber Response</th>
<th>No Cyber Trigger No Cyber Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Escalation</td>
<td>31 (-.1)</td>
<td>23 (2.7)</td>
<td>14 (-2.8)</td>
<td>27 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Escalation</td>
<td>55 (.1)</td>
<td>13 (-2.1)</td>
<td>65 (2.1)</td>
<td>31 (-.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$X^2 = 25.15$

_Standardized Residuals in parentheses_

_Cramer’s V = .318_

_n = 259_

These response dynamics were consistent across gender, occupational, citizenship and technological backgrounds. As seen in Table 6 below, the only category that skewed results was age, but this finding is limited. The number of players over 50 years old was too small to make a robust assessment.

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crisis Outcomes: Control Groups</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Citizenship</th>
<th>Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$X^2$</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>6.225*</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Standardized Residuals in parentheses_

* _p < .01, ** p < .05, *** p < .01_

_n = 259_

As expected, cyber response options appear to play a moderating role. Looking at how the presence of cyber response options and cyber triggers affect the odds of escalation and
relative risk in Table 7 below, we find odds of escalation with cyber response options are .333.\textsuperscript{14} Participants used cyber options as a means of managing crisis and conducting operational preparation of the environment for future moves more than they did immediate escalatory pathways. Cyber responses appear to provide the ability for rival states to respond with a degree of deniability to avoid escalation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
<th>Crisis Outcomes: Cyber Response Options and Escalation Risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Escalation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Cyber Response Options</td>
<td>44 (46.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber Response Options</td>
<td>120 (72.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observed number reported (% within Response)

Χ² = 17.321
p < .01
n = 259

Looking at escalation events, there were 95 episodes out of 259 observations. Of these, only 166 games allowed for selecting between cyber and non-cyber response options (treatments 1 and 3). Specifically, treatment 1, which involved a cyber trigger and offered participants cyber response options, had 27 non-cyber response options and 4 cyber response options (12.9% of escalation) that involved escalation. Treatment 3, which did not have a cyber trigger but offered participations cyber response option, had 7 non-cyber and 7 cyber response options involving escalation (50% of escalation). Combined, participants escalate using cyber only 6.6% of the time. In other words, when actors chose to escalate outside of treatment three, they opted for more conventional forms of statecraft.

Turning to the second hypothesis, crises with cyber triggering events where there were no cyber response options proved to be associated with higher levels of escalation. As seen in table

\textsuperscript{14} On calculating odds ratios and relative risk, see Fleiss (1981).
5 above, treatment 2 (cyber trigger, no cyber response) has higher than expected escalation and lower than expected non-escalation based on the standardized residuals. This finding lends credence to the idea of new capabilities complicating response dynamics in a crisis (Jervis 1978; Bueno de Mesquita et al 1997). When the triggering events involved cyber intrusions, the demonstration of cyber capabilities made it difficult for players to respond short of escalating with more conventional options to signal resolve.

Cyber triggers increase the odds of escalation to 1.813. As seen in Table 8 below when there is a cyber trigger escalation occurred 43.9% of the time. When there was no cyber trigger, states opted not to escalate 69.9% of the time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No Escalation</th>
<th>Escalation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Cyber Trigger</td>
<td>95 (69.9%)</td>
<td>41 (30.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber Trigger</td>
<td>69 (56.1%)</td>
<td>54 (43.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observed number reported (% within Trigger)

$X^2 = 5.262$

$p < .05$

$n = 259$

Reading across the findings an interesting dynamic emerges. When participants had cyber response options, they were significantly less likely to escalate. When there were cyber triggers but no cyber response options it increased the risk of escalation. Lacking the ability to send ambiguous signals, participants opted for a more conventional approach to escalation. There was nothing inherently escalatory about cyber response options, but cyber triggers appear to increase uncertainty and hence higher observed rates of escalation.
**Conclusion**

This paper provides an overview of a war game designed as an experiment to test how the presence of cyber capabilities alters cyber escalation dynamics. The results indicate that cyber response options can moderate crisis response in scenarios involving rival states with power parity. The results also indicate that new capabilities can create uncertainty. When participants were confronted with situations involving a cyber triggering event but lacked cyber response options, they opted to signal resolve and pursue more conventional responses.

Future research should unpack these results along three axes. First, what would it take to cross the Rubicon? That is, it appears cyber capabilities are subject to a firebreak that limits escalation. Yet, what conditions cause participants to engage in more risk-taking and pursue significant escalation events using cyber capabilities? While to date cyber options appear to reflect a form of sub crisis maneuvering (Jensen 2017; Valeriano, Jensen, Maness 2018), the question remains what sequence of events would cause participants to break the operative norms against escalatory strategic retaliation.

Second, what combinations of cyber capabilities and conventional power projection alongside traditional instruments of statecraft prove the most stable signaling mechanisms in a crisis? This question requires iterating crisis interactions over multiple turns and testing different combinations. This question is especially important to disentangle from the effects of nuclear weapons. Most cyber powers are nuclear powers (Valeriano, Jensen, Maness 2018). As cyber capabilities proliferate and non-nuclear states use them will crisis stability hold?

Third, how do new actors complicate traditional state rivalry in cyberspace? This questions revolves around a new research agenda in cyber civil-military-commercial relations
(Work and Jensen 2018) and exploring how prominent role of the private sector in cyberspace alters bargaining processes at the core of international crises.
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